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Sex And The Afterlife - Part One
It is because of religious fervour, indoctrination and plain fear-mongering that society at large is under the common
'belief' and assumption that, when we do ﬁnally die, like our lives, our sex life also comes to a full stop. Oh dear
me! This could not be more wrong.
Way before I began my journey, experiences and actual communication with Our Worlds Beyond, I too, was also
left with the same, misguided, impression. However, it wasn't until I by-passed my own instilled indoctrination
(read 'brain-washing'), fears and doubts and came to be in actual communication with our loved ones in the spirit
worlds, that The Truth - that is - The Truth that transcends ALL truths - ﬁnally became my own. When it did, ﬁnally
become my own, not only sex but that, so very many other similar truths were also imparted to me that it became
a habit for me to keep repeating...
'Well, I never! Really!?'
In fact, after a while, it became very frustrating to me because, once I had gotten into the habit of speaking to
those who are actually there and stopped reading 'books' about it all, I then realised that all those books I had ever
read before about the afterlife were - and still are - completely wrong and that I need not have bothered to read
them at all. (What a waste of time that was!) . My frustration was made doubly worse for the fact that I too started
out as a staunch Christian taboot! And so, like you, I too was led right up the garden path and back again - by my
nose!
For millennia, we have been instilled with the 'religious' idea of what sex is about. If we recall, as far as the Catholic
church is concerned (where ALL Westernised religion originated from), sex exists for one reason only - which is, to
bear children and that sex, for any other reason was an out and out 'sin'. I say to you now that, had it not been for
the church and it's interference with our sex lives then, I promise you, the three P's - 'Pornography' - 'Paedophilia' and 'Prostitution' wouldn't exist. What the church (any church incidentally) do by threatening us all with eternal
damnation through our supposed 'illicit' sexual activity is akin to placing your thumb over the top of a ﬁercely
spouting tap and expecting to control the spray! It was ridiculous then and it still is. What is more, it is downright
ignorant too! (I'm sorry but somebody had to say it didn't they?).
So, let's start again Ok?
Let us start with, 'God created everything shall we? Thus, God created SEX too! And I don't mean that God created
sex just to have children. God created sex for FUN as well - but it doesn't stop there does it?
Not only DID God create everything but that H/She/It STILL creates everything - even on down to these words
you're reading now. He/She/It is not only creating as a Being in His/Her/It's own right but is also creating through
you and I! God - is THE master creator - the ONLY creator - and really is 'All That Is'. Thus, God created both sex
and fun too!
Now then, if we really have read our Bibles carefully, you will note that Adam and Eve didn't just have two sons
called Cain and Abel did they? No. Adam and Eve had - and listen now - thousands of daughters! Naturally, the
church 'forget' to tell us' of course because it's really diﬃcult to explain to a purposely sexually starved society
commonly called 'sheep'. You see, why these daughters are not mentioned to a great extent is because, as you
well know, in those days, sons were far more important than daughters and so, in a sense, 'didn't count'. So,
religiously speaking, what happened then? Why, Caine and Abel had sex with most of those daughters to bring
about you and I. And it is this 'ungodly' anomaly that the church, in all it's wisdom, 'forget' to mention. (Who else
could they have sex with?). That means that you and I are born of 'incest' Ok?
So, before I even start, the religious can stop pointing ﬁngers, evoke Satan or threaten me with eternal hell and
damnation. It is in your holy book and that's that.
Due to 'human' interpretation, where we have lost the ball completely on sex is where 'God' said, "Go Forth And

Multiply'. That was all that He said then. He did NOT say, 'Go Forth And Multiply - But Only To Have Children - And
Don't Even Think Of Enjoying It Or It's Hell For You Pal/Paless!'.
God invented clitorises. God invented the 'G' spot. God made it so that nipples became erect and aroused during
sex too (eh?). And way before babies are even thought of. God invented multiple orgasms for both men and
women - and this, when ONE orgasm from one man, is quite enough for babies to appear and where woman don't
even need to be thinking of us let alone get involved themselves. But, more importantly, God also invented lust. If
we are to have sex 'just for children' then, why oh why make it so damn exciting and all-enfolding for BOTH
genders?
Logical see?
And so, in short, God - and not you and I (because sex existed way before you and I were born anyway and so,
were not there at the beginning to interfere with it as our forefathers have), the actual truth is, we have all these
extra attachments and abilities to enjoy sex - for sex's sake - and NOT just to have children.
But, where does that leave us?
It leaves us now to re-think our ideas of sex and to bring it back to where it is supposed to be - in OUR homes and
not in churches or even society at large. Sex, belongs to JUST you and JUST me and, what you or I do with it,
explore or express it, has absolutely nothing to do with anyone else - least of all, courts.
Just as it is in heaven - the astral plains - or, Our Worlds Beyond because NO ONE there EVER tells us what kind of
sex we can or cannot have. We have it anyway.
But you know, you don't have to take my word for any of this. If you'd only look for yourself as I did then you would
ﬁnd exactly the same as I have and where you too will be both shocked and amazed to ﬁnd this truth and truths
like it that you will not ﬁnd anywhere else. Why? Because ALL Earth-based 'truth' is corrupt. 'Heaven's' truth is
completely untouched and is incorruptible by man. And Thank God for that I say. (Don't you?)
(Please go to ?Sex And The Afterlife - Part Two? for the rest of it)
I thank you for your time.
Bob Daulby

Short note about the author
Bob Daulby is a world renowned, global expert on matters of life after death, the greater life and Our Worlds
Beyond. He has contacted and communicated with all kinds of entities from the astral plains, other-worldly beings
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